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Abstract: This paper presents the concepts and the semantics of a transformation-calculus
TC that is generic wrt. concrete object languages. Built upon an object language description
given by theory in higher-order logics (see [Andr 86]), TC provides context-sensitive rules in
which requirements on the context of a redex can be imposed, and integrates a restricted form
of extended rewriting. Furthermore, rules may be higher-order in order to represent tactical
combinators and to model "parametric transformations". This work can be seen as a specification of transformation systems and a foundation for correctness-proofs of transformations.

I . Introduction
The notion of transformation is the core of transformational program development following the
lines of CIP-L ([Bau+ 85] [Pepper 84]) and PROSPECTRA (see [HKּ93]). The major goal of
this paper is to get a better understanding of the concept "transformation" in form of a generic
meta-language together with its formal semantics and its calculus.
Transformation in our sense is a form of deduction, applying transformation rules in a kind of
term-rewriting process. A rule is a pair of terms l and r, written as l ⇒ r. If a term t matches l ,
then a term t' can be constructed from r and the match of t and l. In this case we say that the rule
application (l ⇒ r) (t) is reduced to t'. This reduction is also called a transformation step. Ruleterms can be higher-order: e.g. (lּ⇒ּr)ּ⇒ (c l ⇒ c r) is a possible transformation rule, if c is a
(first-order) constructor of a term language and l, r, t, t´ range over terms. This higher-order rule
can transform a rule aּ⇒ ּb into (cּa ⇒ c b). It will be demonstrated that higher-order rules
allow a similar, explicit treatment of reduction contexts as in logical frameworks based on
higher-order abstract syntax. The rule arrow binds to the right.
Context sensitive transformation rules allow the definition of "syntactical provisos" (or:
applicability conditions Φ). Here, (c(l˝ ΦÌ )ּ⇒ ּr)(t) is reduced to t' if matching and reconstruction is possible and the applicability condition is fulfilled for the instance a of l and its context
λx. c(x), i.e. Φ(λxּc(x),a) holds. Syntactically, applicability-conditions are formulas constructed
over annotation functions, which assign to each pair of a term and its context a value such as
type or the set of bound variables2. Note that higher-order transformations can be used to
manipulate the contexts that applicability conditions are referring to.
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Traditionally, the annotation function boundVariables maps an occurrence of a term to the desired set; the
occurrence is repesented by path's in a term or the like. The pairs of "contexts and terms" in our approach can
be seen as a more refined implementation of the concept of occurence.

The matching relation is defined by the usual instantiation of the variables with an appropriate
substitution modulo the congruence induced by some set of first-order equations E (cf. Ematching [DJ 90], [Bach 93]). E-Matching is the vehicle for representing rewrite-relations
traditionally presented by rule schemata. For example, let ++ denote the concatenation on lists
described by the equations E={[] ++ X = X, (X::Y)++Z = X::(Y++Z)}, the rule
A++[P˝ ΦÌ ]++Bּ⇒ P picks from a list of syntactic elements (e.g. declarations) one P that fulfils
the condition Φ. Symbols like ++ are called pattern-generating functions (or: matching-combinators, see [SW 94]).
In the line of our approach, explicit substitution (cf. [ACCL 91]) is also represented by
particular theory E instead of integrating higher-order matching. This enables provisos referring
to variables (occurs in, is orthogonal etc., or even the syntactic representation of the
admissibility in LCF ([Paul 87])), allows rule-schemes produced by pattern generating
functions and gives access to the induction-principle over abstract syntax terms.
Such as λ-terms in typed λ-calculi can be understood as functional proof-representations, ruleterms form a relational representation of transformational proofs. The very restricted nondeterminism in the relational semantics is a consequence of the E-matching introduced by the
pattern generators, that can be used to suppress "structural rules" in logics and to get a more
"reusable" representation of classes of proofs than λ-terms.
The proposed meta-language can be seen as a Meta-logical Framework (cf. [HST 89], [BC 92],
[Paul 89], [Bar 92], [MM 94], [CH 88]). In contrast to these approaches, transformation
maintains a first-order, intensional view on the abstract syntax; from this point of view, our
work is more related to Combinatory Reduction Systems (cf. [Klop 80]) or Rewrite Logics (cf.
[MM 93]).
Rule-terms can be enriched by tactical combinators (cf. [KLSW 94]) to tactical terms or specifications of deductions . Such tactical terms can express the tactical dimension of proving - e.g.
"apply a rule from left to right as long as possible". A major advantage of our approach is that
the intensional, syntactic view on rule-terms opens the perspective of formally manipulating
tactical terms within the framework, especially aiming at an executable specification denoting a
tactical program. This aspect is deliberately excluded from this paper; an overview on syntactic
criteria for tactical optimisations (in the sense of finding a "rewrite-strategy" that is
"normalising") is given in [Klop 92], pp. 83.
This paper is organised as follows: In the first section, we will introduce the raw syntactic
material of our generic calculus that will be restricted to well-formed expressions in the next
section. The description of the semantics and the consistency conditions (requirements to the
object-logics – consisting of function definitions and rules) leads to a calculus of metainferences inclusively induction. The last section discusses the different styles of toy-logics that
can be encoded into our framework.
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II. Raw Terms
Let C be an enumerable set of constant symbols, MV a set of symbols for meta-variables, F of
symbols for "annotation functions", and π of predicate symbols (equality, Scott-ordering,...).
Then we define recursively the sets of terms, formulas and rule-terms:

T

terms

T :=

C | MV | T T

Φ

formulas

Φ := π(R|F...R|F) | ¬Φ | Φ ∧ Φ | Φ ∨ Φ | Φ ⇒ Φ

R

rule-terms

R :=

C | MV | R R | R ⇒ R

V] R | R ˝ ΦÌ

| [

Due to our first-order intensional approach of representing object-languages, terms are simply
applications over constants and variables. Rule-terms contain also these three variants as a basis
for term-patterns, but enrich T with additional constructs. The variants "rule application" and
"rule abstraction" have already been discussed in the introduction. The "annotation-constraint"
R ˝ Φ Ì denotes a sub pattern R whose instances t and instance-contexts C[t] (see section IV)
must satisfy a formula Φ(C,t). The scope-operator [v] R binds v in the scope of R and can be
seen as a universal quantification for v.
We will restrict the set of constants C (and hence the constructors of the abstract syntax of the
object-language) to be first-order, and do not comprise λ-abstraction in the usual higher-order
abstract syntax style. This enforces explicit representations of bindings in object-languages; the
classical syntactical provisos for proper substitutions are preferably represented by annotationconstraints. On the level of rule-terms, however, it is possible to represent abstractions directly
simply by making the two facets of the λ-abstraction, scope-formation and functionconstruction, explicit:
[x] (x ⇒ e)
This rule-term will be denoted by Λx.e. Hence, on the level of R it is possible to represent
contexts in the usual higher-order way. Remind that rule-terms do not necessarily denote
functions, but relations.
Note that T is a subset of R. Hence, there exists an embedding I:T → R. We usually omit the
embedding functions and treat T-terms as R-terms. The function V: R → R ("forget
annotations") is defined as the homomorphic extension over the projection V(r˝ ΦÌ ) = V(r).
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III.

Well-formedness

Terms and formulas are well-formed iff they are typed, rule-terms are well-formed iff they are
typed. The typing-discipline is simply an adoption of conventional Milner-typing (see
[DMּ82]).

Typing
The syntactical categories of the type system are as follows:
α
χ
τ
σ

type variables
type constructors
(simple) types:
τ ::= α | τ Æ τ | χ(τ,..,τ)
type schemes:
σ ::= ∀α. σ | τ

β,γ, δ ...
bool, int, list, set
τ 1 ,..,τ n

We chose Æ to denote the relational abstraction in order to distinguish it from functional
abstraction from the meta-language level (i.e. higher-order logics, see section 4).
As usual, a notion of signature Σ and type-assignment has to be introduced:
Σ
Γ

signature:
type assignments:

Σ ::= ( (π | F | C) : σ)*
Γ ::= ( x : σ )*

We define typing as usual by a mutual recursive system of inductive defined predicates. The 4ary predicate Σ, Γ ± t : σ states that t is typable with σ in the environment consisting of Σ and
Γ. The predicate Σ, Γ F τ φ states that φ is a well-formed formula in the environment Σ,Γ and
the type-context τ (the type-context assures that each annotation function symbol F, which can
only occur in a constraint formula) have the proper typing according to the pattern they refer
to). The predicate Σ, ΓQ τ t1: τ1 is a slightly generalised version of the ±-predicate.
A type is essentially first order if it has the form χ(...) Æ ... Æ χ(...). Since we aim at firstorder abstract syntax, our type system requires all constants to be essentially first-order.
However, this does not exclude higher-order meta-variables in rule-terms.
With ≤: σ × σ → bool we denote the usual subsumption ordering on type-schemes:
∀α.ּαּÆ ּint ≤ ∀β.ּ(βÆ β)ּÆ ּint, for example. (See [DM 82] for a formal definition).
The core of the system consists of the typing axioms:
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(var)

Σ, Γ

±

x:σ

(x:σ ∈ Γ)

(const)

Σ, Γ

±

c:σ

(c:σ ∈ Σ, σ essentiall first order)

Σ, Γ

±

r : τ'Æτ

Σ,Γ

±

r' : τ'

(⇒−elim)
Σ, Γ
Σ, Γ

±

r r' : τ

±

r: τ

Σ, Γ

±

r' : τ'

(⇒−intro)
Σ, Γ

±

r ⇒ r' : τ Æ τ'

Σ, Γ

±

r: τ

Σ, Γ

±

r ˝ φÌ : τ

Σ, Γ

F

τφ

(constr−intro)

Σ, (x:σ)::Γ\x

±

r: τ

(scope−intro)
Σ, Γ

±

[x] r : τ

Σ, Γ

±

r:σ

(∀−elim)

(σ' ≤ σ)
Σ, Γ

±

r : σ'

Σ, Γ

±

r:σ

(∀−intro )

(if α ∉ free(Γ))
Σ, Γ

±

r : ∀α.σ

This system is extended by the rules for formulas:
Σ, ΓQ τ t1: τ1 ... Σ, Γ Q τ tn :τn
(predicate)

(if π:τ1 Æ...ÆτnÆbool ∈ Σ)
Σ, Γ
Σ, Γ

F

F

τ π(t1...tn)

τφ

Σ, Γ

F

(junctor)

τ φ'
(where ≈ = ∧ ,∨ , ⇒)

Σ, Γ

F

τ φ ≈ φ'
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Σ, Γ ± t1: τ1
(const-acc )
Σ, ΓQ τ t1: τ1
(anno-acc )

Σ, ΓQ τ f: τ'

(if (f:∀α.(τÆα)ÆτÆ τ')∈Σ)

Theorem : Existence of principal types is decidable.
Proof : Adaptation of [DM 82].
With TΣ(Γ) (or, sloppily TΣ(X)) we denote the set of well-typed rule-terms over signature Σ
and type assumptions Γ. Instead of Σ,ּΓּ±r : σ we will write rσ (or rτ ) and assume an
arbitrary, but fixed environment.

Free Variables
Let V (r)∈℘(MV) denote the set of meta-variables occurring in r.
The sets of free and bound meta-variables are analogously defined to the λ-calculus are
inductively defined by:

FV(x) = {x}
FV(c) = FV (f) = {}
FV(r r') = FV (r ⇒r') = FV(r) ∪ FV(r')
FV(r φ ) = FV(r) ∪ FV(φ)
FV([x] r) = FV (r) - {x}
˝

Ì

FV(π(t1...tn)) = FV(t1) ∪ ... ∪ FV(tn)
FV(¬φ) = FV(φ)
FV(φ ∧ φ') = FV (φ ∨ φ') = FV(φ ⇒ φ') = FV(φ)∪FV(φ')
BV(r) = V (r) - FV(r)
A rule term r is closed if its set of free variables is empty.
With t σ we denote the simultaneous substitution for terms, formulas and r-terms of free
variables as usual. We omit the definition here.
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IV.

Semantics

Higher-Order Logics as a Meta-Language
We intend to implement our calculus in a meta-logic. As a consequence, we can derive the
meta-inference rules of the calculus out of the following elementary theory for the semantical
functions of rule-terms. An implementation in a theorem prover could thus provide mechanical
support for applying rules via the meta-inferences and for checking the applicability conditions.
Since an annotation constraint can be seen as a "context sensitive" boolean function, i.e. a
function that depend on the pair of a term t and its context λx.C(x), the meta-logic should
comprise higher-order terms.
Possible choices could be LCF (see [Paul 87]), Zermelo-Fränkel set theory or HOL
([Andrּ86], which is based on [Chu 40] and goes back to the Principia Mathematica). LCF
provides continuous, partial functions together with Scott-induction and is most appropriate for
verification of functional programs. As a basis for a theoretical investigation, however, we feel
that the necessary logical machinery is far too complicated. Zermelo-Fränkel set theory is
preferable for logicians facing classical problems of mathematical foundations; it is untyped and
is therefore leaving the type-checking of our rule-terms to active theorem proving. Hence, we
chose HOL, a polymorphic typed classical logic with total functions and equality. On the basis
of the very recent work of [Reg 94] which formulates classical domain-theory inside HOL, it is
even possible to define within the framework of annotation functions a classical denotational
semantics for an object-language and proving the soundness of rules with respect to this
semantic function.
There are powerful support tools for HOL, which will not be discussed this paper. However,
we adopt the notation presented in [Paul 94]. The type for function spaces is τ ⇒ τ', the
cartesian product is [τ, τ'] (notation ×, →). The type for formulas is bool. The abstraction in
HOL-terms is written as %x.t (notation: λx.t), the application f(x). The quantifiers of HOLformulas are All and Ex (notation: ∀, ∃), the junctors &, |, -->, not (notation ∧, ∨, →, ¬).

Theory architecture
HOL can be conservatively extended by a particular set theory, whose type constructor α set
(notation ℘(α)) is essentially the same as α → bool. The empty set is written by {}, noneempty sets are insert(a, insert(b, insert(c,{}))) (notation {a,b,c}). The comprehensions are denoted
by {a . P[a]}, union by Un and intersection by Int (notation ∪, ∩). The union over a set is

∪ P(a)). Membership is denoted by ∈.
UNION: ℘(α) × (α →℘(β)) → ℘(β) (notation a∈A
More extensions possible, (e.g. by natural numbers Nat and by List; a number of
axiomatizations for such structures can be found in [Paul 94]), which can be used as range of
functions that annotate T-terms, for example, with a set of free variables, the depth of a term or
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a "semantic value". We call this ensemble of theory-extensions as the annotation domain (AD
for short) and HOL + AD as the logical base.
An instance of the transformation calculus with an object-language is built on
top of the logical base. It consists of five theory-extensions: The definitions
for generic terms and rule-terms (T+R), the axiomatic definition of the
abstract syntax of the object-language (AS), pattern generating functions
(called the matching theory M), annotation functions (called the annotation
theory AN)and finally the full set of rule-terms.
Under the condition that certain the annotation functions are compatible with
M and conservative w.r.t. data-types of the logical base, a semantics for a
certain class of rule-terms is well defined.

HOL + AD
T+R
AS

M

AN
TC

Example: Encoding of an abstract syntax
Throughout this paper, we will build up a (fragment) of a logic and its calculi.
An encoding consists essentially of a set of type-assumptions for (sets of) constants C. Note
that we can use a subset of C to represent the "variables" V of the object-language. These
object-level variables underlay an own substitution.
Such a clear distinction between object-level variables V and the meta-variables MV is
necessary in any framework that endeavours to encode object-languages with an own "bindingstructure" (see [Talc 93]ּ) into an abstract syntax (let it be first-order or higher-order).
First, we have to state what type-constructors we want to use in the signature of the abstract
syntax ΣAS.
{seq, ide, iterm, wff, sequent } = χ(ΣAS)
where χ is a function that yields all type constructors occurring in its argument (This statement
is merely a comment).
Then we state:
[<> : seq α, _::_ : α Æ seq α Æ seq α, x : ide, _' : ide Æ ide, _=_ : ide Æ ide Æ ide,
Var : ide Æ iterm, Con : ide Æ iterm, Func: ide Æ seq iterm Æ iterm,
Pred : ide Æ seq iterm Æ wff, False : Wff, And: wff Æ wff Æ wff,
Or: wff Æ wff Æ wff, Imp: wff Æ wff Æ wff, All: ide Æ wff Æ wff,
Ø

: sequent, _±_ : seq wff Æ seq wff Æ sequent] = ΣAS

We will employ lots of paraphrasing for this abstract syntax: instead of Func(var(x), var(x') ::
var(x'') :: <>) we will simply write x(x',x'') or even f(a,b), since the indices to the x are an
equivalent to anonymous deBruin-Variables. Imp(False,var(x)) is denoted by ff → x,
sequences by the usual list notation.
The meaning of the empty sequent

Ø

will become apparent later.
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Pattern Generating Functions (Matching-Combinators)
For a transformation language that aims at a higher degree of abstraction and reusability of
transformations, it is important to introduce a concept of "syntactical similarity" on terms of the
object language. Moreover, our approach attempts to incorporate rule-schemata. Technically,
"syntactical similarity" introduces some kind of congruence relation on the set of abstract syntax
terms. This is done by a signature extension by symbols that do not represent a constructor, but
a function.
Let the symbol ++ denote the concatenation on lists. A matching problem consists in finding
aּsubstitution σ, such that the equation 〈Xּ++ [c] ++ Y〉 σ = 〈a, c, b, c〉 holds. An obstacle
for finding this solution is the fact that ++ is not a free symbol. Hence, the resolution of the
equation would be traditionally considered as a "E-matching"-problem , where E contains the
equations defining the concatenation. Note that the choice of the substitution is not unique, such
that we have another source of non-determinism in our framework.
"Extended rewriting" has been investigated for many theories, especially for theories with
associative, commutative, idempotent operations or semi-groups and semi-lattices; a lot of
ongoing research is still performed here. Nevertheless, the theories considered so far are very
specific. Moreover, the matching-algorithms seem to be hard to combine and their complexity is
nearly always at least NP-complete. But a close look at our problem reveals, that we are not
interested in solving the matching-modulo-E problem
p σ ↔Ε* t
it seems that with:
p σ →*R t' ← *R t
where R is a confluent and terminating term-rewriting system, we can achieve sufficient results
(a detailed treatment of this kind of extended rewriting is contained in [SW 94]). The major
advantage of matching modulo R (instead of E), is that the matching algorithm is now
parametrised by R, such that R can be organised in a modular, flexible way.
Example: Combinators for a logic
We will specify R by the theory M. We will always require that all formulas in our matching
theories are just conditional equations, and that M does not introduce new types wrt. AS, or put
into different words: the matching theory must be an equational theory. Our example above is
represented by:
[ _++_
_[_\_]
_[_\_]

:ּseq α Æ seq α Æ seq α,
:ּiterm Æ iterm Æ ideÆ wff,
:ּwff Æ iterm Æ ideÆ wff] ∈ ΣΜ;

Over ΣAS + ΣΜ , equations are formed as pairs of first-order terms (tχ, t'χ), denoted as tχ ≡
t'χ . We admit conditional equations: t1 ≡ t1 ', ..., tn ≡ tn ' → tn+1 ≡ tn+1 '. For our running
example, we define for M:
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<> ++ Y
≡
Y
(a::X) ++ Y
≡
a:: (X ++ Y)
x ≠ y → y[t \ x] ≡ y
x[t \ x] ≡ t
f(t1,...,tn) [t \ x] ≡ f(t1 [t \ x],...,tn [t \ x])
P(t1,...,tn) [t \ x] ≡ P(t1 [t \ x],...,tn [t \ x])
(p1 →p2) [t \ x] ≡ p1[t \ x]→p2[t \ x]
x = y ≡ ff → (∀y. p) [t \ x] ≡ ∀y. (p [t \ x])
(∀x. p) [t \ x] ≡ ∀x. p
As presented in [SW 94], these equations belong to a class for which the set of substitutions σ
is finitary and can be constructed effectively by a narrowing technique. At the current stage,
only first-order operation symbols are allowed (the semantic problems of higher-order constructors will become apparent in the next sections). However, higher-order matchingcombinators are extremely appealing for program transformation. Let seqM be the list combinator with the type nat Æ (nat Æ term) Æ seq term. We define seqM by:
seqM(0,f)

≡ []

seqM(succ n,f)

≡ seqM(n,f) ++ [f(succ n)]

This combinator is particularly useful to describe sequences of terms matching the same pattern:
seqM(n, λi. C ! i) ++ seqM(n, λi. C ! (n-i+1)) ⇒ C!n

where the operator "!" is the selection in lists defined by [x1,...,xn] ! i = xi. This rule matches only
palindromes with even length. Obviously, this combinator can be used to describe indexed
rows of subpatterns. The rule-term could be embellished by the following notation:
[C1 ... Cn, Cn ... C1] ⇒ Cn

Annotation Functions
Annotation constraints were formed over a set of functions that were associated to the set F.
These functions map a "point in a term", i.e. a pair of a context-functions and sub term, to a
value in AD. These functions were directly specified in HOL.
Since we are interested in the semantics and the semantical equivalence of rule-terms, we need
proof-principles over annotation-constraints and, hence, annotation functions. Up to now, it is
clearly impossible to have induction over "points" since the space of "context-functions" is too
large to allow a generation principle.
A close look to the λ-abstractions we use to denote contexts reveals that we are not interested in
"all" functions; projections into terms, for example, are excluded. The predicate
CXT:ּ(T→ T)→ bool together with the predicate CONST (is constant function) is a
characterization for "context-functions" in our sense. The set of terms is implicitly restricted to
TΣAS(X).
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Definition: context-functions.
CONST(C) ⇔ ∃c. ∀t. C(t) = c;
CXT(C) ⇔ ¬CONST(C) ∧
((C = λx.x)
∨
(C = λx. (F x) (A x)
⇔
(CXT(F) ∨ CXT(A)))

-- contexts must be nontrivial
-- identity is empty context

Note, that CXT admits non-standard context such as λx. [x, x].
Over this data, we can define an induction principle, which has its roots (to our knowledge) in
the context-induction by [Henּ88] and was refined to a noetherian context induction by
[Bauerּ94]. Bauers technique is based on the definition of a "maximal depth" of a context
(written ML(C); defined analogously to CXT), i.e. the maximal length of the path from the
"root to the replacement node". Since contexts can now be ordered in a well-founded ordering
via ML, we can perform a Notherian induction over contexts: The induction step is described
by:
Definition: Noetherian context-induction.

⇒

P(λx.x) ∧
[∀C,C'. CXT(C) ∧ CXT(C') ∧ ML(C') < n ∧ ML(C) = n ∧ P(C')
∀ C. CXT(C) ⇒ P(C)

⇒

P(C)]

The proof of this context-induction principle can be done with a similar technique as the proof
of the structural induction via fix-point-induction (see [Paul 84]), adapted to induction over
typed terms.

According to our R-level typing requirement for annotation function symbols:
fּ:ּ∀α.(τÆ α)Æ τÆ τ') where f∈F, the associated annotation functions are required to have
the following HOL-type:
FAN : (T→Τ) × T → τAD
The example in the next subsection will show, how annotation functions can be specified as a
conventional algebraic, equational specification.
Lemma: Context-functions are injective.
CXT(C) ⇔ (∀x,x'. ¬x≡x' ⇒ ¬C(x)≡C(x')).
Fact: This only holds for Σ AS -terms! Not every abstraction over R-terms is a context.
Counterexample: λx. x ++ [a]...
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Lemma: Contexts are compositional.
CXT(C) ∧ CXT(C') → CXT(λx. C(C' x))
Lemma: Finite composability into contexts:
∀t. FIN ({ C. ∃t'. t = C t' ∧ CXT(C)})
This second lemma suggests that the restriction of the function space by the CXT-predicate
turns them to first-order objects.
Example: Annotation functions for a logic
The next two functions are classical, that have to be introduced for the control of logical
deductions in an object-language that provides object-level variables and bindings. These
functions are non-context-dependent functions, which is expressed by the fact that each variable
for context-functions is independent and free.
Note that FV is overloaded w.r.t. R-level types.
FV(C,t) = FV0(t)
where the auxiliary function FV0 is defined by the equations:
FV0(x) = {x}
FV0(f(t1,...,tn)) = FV0(t1) ∪ ... ∪ FV0(tn)
FV0(p(t1,...,tn)) = FV0(t1) ∪ ... ∪ FV0(tn)
FV0(p1→p2) = FV0(p1) ∪ ... ∪ FV0(p2)
FV0(∀x. p) = FV0(p) − {x}
FV0(p :: S) = FV0(p) ∪ FV0(S)
Analogously, we define the predicate FreeFor that decides when in all occurrences of x none of
the variables in the variable set m is bound (hence, if m is assigned to the set of free variables
FV0(t), this predicate decides if substitution can be carried out in a capture avoiding way). We
present only the crucial equations:
FreeFor(C,t)(m,x) = FreeFor0(m,x,t)
FreeFor0(m,x,p(t1,...,tn)) = tt
FreeFor0(m,x,p1→p2) = FreeFor0(m,x,p1→p2) ∧ FreeFor0(m,x,p1→p2)
FreeFor0(m,x,∀y. p) = x =y ∨ x ≠ y ∧ ¬(y∈m ∧ FreeFor0(m,x,p))
The next function is a classical, really context-dependent function: the set of bound variables at
an occurence in a term. Again, we present only the crucial equations:
CXT(C) →
CXT(C) →
CXT(C) →

BV(λx.x,t) = {}
BV(C o λx.p(t 1 ,...,x,...,tn )),t) = BV(C, p(t1 ,...,t,...,tn ))
BV(C o λx.x→p2, p1) = BV(C, p1→p2)
BV(C o λx.∀y. x,p) = BV(C, ∀y. p) - {y}
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The next function, which will be used for a particular, context-sensitive logical calculus,
collects the set of free variables that occur in the surrounding context in the premisses of
implications.
CXT(C) →
CXT(C) →
CXT(C) →
CXT(C) →
CXT(C) →

FVC(λx.x,w) = {}
FVC(C o λx.p1→x, p2) = FVC(C,p1→p2) ∪ FV(C,p1)
FVC(C o λx.x→p2, p1) = FVC(C,p1→p2)
FVC(C o λx.x∧p2, p1) = FVC(C,p1∧p2)
FVC(C o λx.p1∧x, p2) = FVC(C,p1∧p2)
FVC(C o λd.∀x. d, p) = FVC(C, ∀x. p) - {x}

The style of these definitions resembles very much to the conventional "attribute grammars",
where the context-sensitive functions correspond to "inherited attributes", while the noncontext-dependent functions correspond to "synthesised attributes" (cf. [Wolff 94]).

Semantic interpretations1
Since the matching theory is restricted to an equational theory, there is always a Herbrand
model ("initial algebra") for these equations, i.e. there is a type indexed family of carriersets:
Definition: Term carrier set2 D.
D S = Aχ1 ⊕ ... ⊕ A χn

D = DS ⊕ (DS → D)

and an interpretation function Sem0 : T → D that gives any ground term tτ ∈ T a value in Dτ.
Sem 0 is extended to the non-ground interpretation Sem : T → (MV → D) → D which is
required to make all equations in M true in all environments γ: MV → D. Because of the
existence of the Herbrand-model, this Sem0 and Sem exist.
The construction of the domain for our "higher-order-relation" rule-terms is performed in two
steps: We introduce the pre-domain DR and form the powerset over it. DR is defined by:
Definition: rule-term pre-domain.
DR = DS ⊕ (DR × DR)
Definition: Injection I from D to ℘ (D R ).
I : D → ℘(DR)
I(x) = {x}

∪
I(x) = d∈D
S

if x ∈ DS
{(d, m ) . m ∈ I(x d)}

if x ∈ DS → D

1

Note that this presentation does not yet include a proper treatment of Milner-Polymorphism.

2

There is no solution for recursive universes like D = DS ⊕ (D → D) in HOL - this is our main motivation
for using the significantly simpler universe of the essentially first-order functions. An alternative would be
the restiction of → to the usual continuous function space; this would lead to a universe construction similar
to [Reg 94], chapter 5.
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In fact, even the inverse of I exists and the two domains D and ℘(DR) are isomorphic. The
reason for the introduction of D was merely a psychological one: All constants can always be
interpreted as (essentially first order) functions, and interpretations of T-terms can always be
understood as functional interpretations and all arguments over existence of Herbrand-models
are standard.
Why is ℘(DR) sufficiently large for higher-order relations in our sense? This is a consequence
to the fact that we aim only to model a relation-space that we can syntactically represent.
Higher-order objects have to be represented by arrow-abstractions, and the relation they induce
have to be producible by substitutions (matchings).
The semantic interpretation for rule-terms and for formulas:
SemR :
SemΦ

R → (MV → ℘(DR)) → "(T→Τ)" → ℘(DR)

: Φ → (MV → ℘(DR)) → "(T→Τ)" → "T" → bool

where "(T→Τ)" and "T" are a type synonym for ℘(DR×DR) resp. DR. We proceed as follows:
Definition: rule-term and formula interpretation.
c Ìγ C
SemR˝ v Ìγ C
SemR˝ r r'Ìγ C
SemR˝ r ⇒ r'Ìγ C
SemR˝ r ˝ ΦÌ Ìγ C

SemR˝

SemR˝

[

vτ] rÌγ C

= I (Sem0˝ c Ì)
=γv
= { t' . (t,t') ∈ SemR˝ rÌγ (Λd.C(t d)) ∧ t∈SemR˝ r'Ìγ (Λd.C(d t')) }
= { (t,t') . t ∈ SemR˝ r Ìγ Λd.d ∧ t' ∈ SemR˝ r' Ìγ Λd.d}
= { t . t ∈ SemR˝ r Ìγ C ∧ SemΦ˝ V ΦÌ γ C t = true }

∪ SemR˝rÌγd C
= d∈D
v
τ

π(t1,...,tn) Ìγ C t = ∀d1...dn. ˝ πÌ (d1...dn)
where
di ∈ SemR˝ ti Ìγ C if ti ∈ R and
di = ˝ ti Ì (C,t)
otherwise
SemΦ˝ ¬Φ Ìγ C t
= ¬ SemΦ˝ Φ Ìγ C t
SemΦ˝ Φ1 ∧ Φ2 Ìγ C t = SemΦ˝ Φ1Ìγ C t ∧ SemΦ˝ Φ1 ∧ Φ2 Ìγ C t
SemΦ˝ Φ1 ∨ Φ2 Ìγ C t = SemΦ˝ Φ1 Ìγ C t ∨ SemΦ˝ Φ2 Ìγ C t
SemΦ˝ Φ1 ⇒ Φ2 Ìγ C t = SemΦ˝ Φ1 Ìγ C t ⇒ SemΦ˝ Φ2 Ìγ C t
Sem Φ ˝

The paraphrase "Λd.C( t d)", "Λd.C( d t')" and "Λd.d" are a notation for the set in ℘(D R )
equivalent to these functions. This sets exist since contexts are restricted to second order.
Moreover, we assume for any predicate symbol π a boolean predicate ˝πÌ with suitable arity.
Analogously, we assume for any annotation-function symbol F an interpretation ˝FÌ.
The treatment of contexts in higher-order rules deserves some attention. The definition for the
application r r' simply appends the local context of the functor resp. the argument within the application to the surrounding context C. We say: applications construct contexts. However, for
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the abstraction r ⇒ r', the semantic value does not depend on the surrounding context at all; the
value of the pattern and the target is interpreted in an empty context – which is due to the fact
that the rewrite of a term in our approach is only defined at its root and rewrites in a sub term
have to be represented by first transforming the rule. We say rules form contexts.
Furthermore, note that it is possible annotated rule-terms occur in annotation constraints:
r ˝ r '˝ Φ Ì = r ''Ì . The question arises, what is the context this inner constraint refers to. One
possibility is to consider the constraint bracket ˝ ΦÌ as context-forming, another is to ignore
them, i.e. giving them the semantics for ˝ trueÌ . We chose the latter possibility, since we get a
more general substitution theorem (see Theorem 4.3) this way.
Lemma 1: Annotation free r-terms are context independent.
SemR˝V rÌγ C = SemR˝V rÌγ C'
Lemma 2: Annotation-constraints decrease relations.
SemR˝ r Ìγ C ⊆ SemR˝V rÌγ C
Lemma 3: Constraints are redundant in the context of constraints.
SemR˝ r ˝ ΦÌ Ì = SemR˝ r ˝ V ΦÌ Ì
Theorem 4.1: Constraint Approximation
SemR˝ r r'Ìγ

= { t' | (t,t') ∈ SemR˝ rÌγ (λd.C(t0 d)) ∧ t∈SemR˝ r'Ìγ (λd.C(d t'0)) ∧
(t0,t'0) ∈ SemR˝V(R)Ìγ (Λd.d) }

C

Theorem 4.2: Embedding compatibility.
SemR˝I tÌγ C = I(Sem˝tÌγ)
Theorem 4.3: Substitution theorem:
\ v} Ì γ C = SemR˝ r Ì γvd C
where d = SemR˝V r'Ìγ C
d C where d = SemR˝V r'Ìγ C
SemΦ˝Φ{V r' \ v}Ì γ C t = SemΦ˝ΦÌ γv

SemR˝ r {V r'

The restriction of the substitution to annotation free terms is due to the fact that the substitution
changes per definition the context of a constraint. Hence, we can not expect that this context
sensitive construct is semantically invariant under substitution.
Since in the context of annotation-constraints SemΦ˝ΦÌ = SemΦ˝V ΦÌ holds, the substitution
theorem for SemΦ can be generalized to arbitrary substitutions in such contexts:
SemR˝ r

˝

ΦÌ { V r '

\ v}Ì = SemR˝ r {V r' \ v}˝ Φ {r' \ v}Ì Ì

This gives rise to another interpretation (and a particular implementation) of annotation
constraints: r˝ Φ Ì could be represented by a triple (r, φ , σ), where φ σ = Sem Φ ˝ Φ σÌ. The
substitution σ can be interpreted as closure, allowing the redefinition of the substitution by:
(r, φ, σ) σ' = (r σ', φ, σ ο σ')
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This interpretation of annotation constraints makes the definition of a concrete syntax for
formulas superfluous – it suffices to consider φ as context-dependent boolean function defined
in the meta-logic. This way, however, it is difficult to motivate the complicated dependencies of
φ, which has the type: (MV → R)→ (MV → ℘(DR)) → (T→α) → T → bool.

V . Consistency conditions
Conservativity of M w.r.t. AS
Let [t]M be the congruence class of t: { t' . t ≡ t'}.
Definition: M is a conservative extension of T.
To prove: ∀t. ∃! t'∈T. I(t') ∈ [t]M .

Criterion: This is the case if
1) M is an orthogonal convergent rewrite system and
2) All normal forms of M are AS-terms.

Conservativity of AN w.r.t. AD
"Stability wrt. matching theory".
Definition: Annotation functions F are compatible
with the congruence induced by ≡ Μ .
∀F∈Σ. ∀C,C', t,t'. (C≡ Μ C' ∧ t≡ Μ t') ⇒ F(C,t) = F(C',t')
Example:
No Problem: FV over ++:
FV0(A ++ B) = FV0(A) ∪ FV0(B)
Relevant question here.
Problem: FV over substitutions.
FV(C, t[t' / x]) = ???
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Possible, but difficult. And no one would yearn for such a mess. Methodology may be too
rigid here. Individualise as in the case of Context-Coherence? Or another reason to incorporate
the o-level substitution [t/x] into the framework.

Context-Coherence of Rules
Definition: Context coherence of an annotation in a rule-term.
r[r' ˝ ΦÌ ] ⇒

∀σ. ∀ C ∈ T→T. I(C) ≡ λx.r σ[x] ⇒ CXT(C)

Example:
X˝ ΦÌ ++ Y is not coherent, since σ={X Æ <>} leads to constant functions, not contexts.
Similar: swap(X˝ ΦÌ, [a,b]).
Fortunately: [a˝ ΦÌ ] ++ Y = (a˝ ΦÌ :: <>) ++ X is a context coherent expression (and
motivates, why an rule-dependent consistency condition is adequate here).

An object-language theory (i.e. AS + M + AN+ R) is consistent iff M is conservative w.r.t.
AS, AN is conservative w.r.t. M and the collection of rules in R are context-coherent.

VI.

The Calculus of Transformations

We are now able to present a conservative extension of HOL. A proof in it derives the validity
of a statement t(T)t' under the theories M and AN. Applicability conditions are split off and
have to be proved with HOL.
The predicate transformer ...〈φ〉: (T→T) × T → bool is defined by:
〈φ〉 (C,t) = ∀γ. SemΦ˝φÌ γ C t
Furthermore, note that the rule-terms r ˝ ΦÌ and r ˝ Φ'Ì are considered equal iff V Φ and V Φ'
are identical.
On this basis, the set of decomposition-meta-inferences of TC is defined as follows:
a (a ⇒ b)b
AN,ּMּ ± ּt(R)t'
ּ

AN,ּMּ±

(Trafo-Appl)
AN,ּMּ±
u(C[(Rּt)])v
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u(C[t'])v

(Beta)

ּ ± M ּּ u ּ ≡ ּ v , ּAN,ּMּּ ± ּt(C[uּσ ])t'ּּ

(Eval-Rule)

ּ A N , ּ M ּ ּ ± ּt(C[vּσ ])ּt'ּ

AN,ּMּּ ± ּt(Tּσ )t'

(Substitution)

ּּּAN,ּMּּ± ּt(T)t'ּ

AN,ּMּ ± ּt(C[Tσ])t'

σ={x/y}

(Scope-Elim)

ּּּAN,ּMּ ± ּt(C[[x]T])t

〈φ〉(C,t) AN,Mּ ± ּt(IּC [ r ] )t'ּּV(r)ּ=ּIּt
(Split constraint)
AN,ּMּ± t(IּC [ r ˝ φ Ì ] )t'ּ

±HOL+ANּ

Theorem 6.1: Relative Conservativity.
TC is a conservative extension of HOL+AD+AS if the object-language theories are consistent.
Theorem 6.2: Correctness of TC.
±TC

A (R )B

→

∀γ. ∀a,b. a∈SemR˝AÌ γ λd.d ∧ b∈SemR˝BÌ γ λd.d
⇒ (a,b) ∈ SemR˝RÌ γ λd.d

Meta-Inference: Induction (cf. "Decomposition", [Pep 84]):

AN, M

±

t{ciχ \ xχ}(r {ciχ \ xχ})t'{ciχ \ xχ}

AN,M,u<<t,{uχ\xχ}(r{uχ\xχ})t'{uχ\xχ}ּ± ּt{uχ\xχ}(rּ{uχ\xχ})t'{uχ\xχ}
(NoetherInd)
ּ A N , ּ M ּ ּ ± ּt(r)ּt'ּ

Theorem 6.3: Correctness of transformation induction.
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Meta-Inference: Constraint equivalence.

AN

±HOL

CXT(C) → 〈φ〉(C,t)=〈φ'〉(C,t)

AN,ּMּ ± ּt(IּC [ r ˝ φ'Ì ] )t'V(r)ּ=ּIּt

(ConstrEquiv)

t(IּC [ r ˝ φ Ì ] )t'ּ

AN,ּMּ±

Theorem: Correctness of constraint equivalence.

VII. Transformations as a Metalogical Framework
Encodings
It is well-known that a logic can have different proof-calculi. For first-order logic, for example,
Hilbert-style and several Gentzen-style calculi (natual deduction NJ, or sequent-calculi). The
following system is a Gentzen-Sequent-style system for intuitionistic first-order logic, called
LJ (the presentation follows [BC 92]).
(axiom)

(falseE)
Γ, Α

Γ

Α

±

Α

±

Γ

±

Γ, ff ± G

Β

Γ, Α ,Β

(AndI)

(AndE)
Γ

Γ

G

±

±

Α∧Β

±

Γ, Α∧Β ± G

Α

Γ

(OrIL)

±

Β

Γ, Α

(OrIR)
Γ ± Α∨Β
±

G Γ, Β ± G

(OrE)
Γ

Γ, Α

±

±

Α∨Β

Γ, Α∨Β ± G

Β

Γ, Α→Β

(ImpI)

±

A Γ,Β

±

G

(ImpE)
Γ

±

Γ

Α→Β

±

Γ, Α→Β
Γ, P[t / x]

P

(AllI)
±

∀x.P

(**)
Γ, ∀x.P ± G
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G

G

(AllE)

(*)
Γ

±

±

The last two rules have side-conditions. In the first, we insist that "x does not occur free in Γ"
holds. In the second, we must have that "no substitutions of x take place into occurrences,
where a free variables in t occurs bound". The latter condition is represented by the predicate
FreeFor(t,x,P).
LJ is now represented in backward reasoning-style, called LJb. The calculus will produce the
usual tree-like structure as a consequence of AndI and OrI. It is using sequences instead of
multisets and ++ as matching combinator on them:
Γ++[Α]++∆

±

Α

⇒

Ø

(axiom)

Γ++[ff]++∆

±

Γ

⇒

Ø

(falseE)

(Γ

±

Α⇒ )⇒

Γ

Α∧Β

⇒

Γ± Β

(AndI1)

(Γ

±

Β⇒

Γ ± Α∧Β
...
Γ ± ∀x.P

⇒

Γ± Α

(AndI2 sym. case)

⇒

Γ˝ x ∉ FVÌ

Ø

t˝m = FVÌ

Ø

)⇒

⇒

±

±

P

(AllI)

Γ++[∀x.P˝ FreeFor(x,m,t)Ì ]++∆ ± G

⇒ Γ++[P[t / x]]++∆ ± G
(AllE)
The condition, that no free V-variable must occur on the right hand side of a rule, forces the
introduction of additional parameters in a rule. These parameters can be substitutions, or
complete proofs. A comparison of the forward reasoning style version of axiom:
Γ⇒Α⇒
⇒ Γ, Α ± Α
with the backward style reasoning demonstrates, that significantly more information has to be
provided in this style (either by a unification process or by a user that controls the derivation).
This set of rules has to be completed with:
Ø

(A⇒Β) ⇒ (B⇒C) ⇒ Α ⇒ C
(composition)
which is usually left implicit (and implemented by the function composition on the metalanguage level).
Since both side-conditions are built upon functions, that depend not on the context, the whole
machinery for context-sensitivity looks overdone. This is a consequence of the design of this
calculus, that incorporates the paradigm of inductive definitions instead of term-contexts.
We will present LJ in another, different calculus style, called TS:
(Β ∧ C → C) ⇒ tt
(Β ∧ ff → C) ⇒ tt
(C → Α∧Β) ⇒ (C → A) ∧ (C → B)
(C → Α∨Β) ⇒ (C → Α)
(C → Α∨Β) ⇒ (C → Β)
(C∧ (Α∨Β)) → G) ⇒ ((C ∧ Α) → G) ∧ ((C ∧ Β) → G)
(C → Α → Β) ⇒ (C ∧ Α → Β)
(C∧ (Α→Β)) → G) ⇒ (C∧Α→Β) → Α) ∧ (C∧Β → G)
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(axiom)
(falseE)
(AndI1)
(OrIL)
(OrIR)
(OrE)
(ImpI)
(ImpE)

t˝m = FVÌ

⇒

C → ∀x.P
⇒ C˝ x ∉ FV ∧ x ∉ FVCÌ → P
C ∧ ∀x.P˝ FreeFor(x,m ∪ BV,t)Ì ] → G
⇒ C ∧[P[t / x]] → G

(AllI)
(AllE)

Furthermore, we need the structural rules:
Β ∧ tt
Β ∧ ff
Β ∨ tt
Β ∨ ff
Β∧C
Β∨C

⇒ Β
⇒ ff
⇒ tt
⇒Β
⇒ C∧Β
⇒ C∨Β

which can be mimicked by rewriting-modulo-C1 or suitable matching-combinators (see [SW
94]). The most dramatical difference of this calculus to the previous, induction-oriented version
consists in the combination-rule:
C ⇒ (Α ⇒ Β) ⇒ C A ⇒ C B
This congruence-rule (which is the gain for the additional, really context-sensitive constraint
xּ∉ FVC in AllI), that replaces the sequential composition, is the quintessence of a
"transformation-style" calculus. It is a rewrite-oriented, single-threaded proof-style being the
basis for an access to rewrite-theory, rewrite-strategies and rewrite implementation-techniques.
Note that a derived calculus with more context-sensitive constraints can be developed for more
powerful tactical programs formed over elementary rules, allowing the efficient construction of
normal forms for particular classes of formulas (see [KLSW 94]).

Sample Proofs
Theorem: Equivalence of LJb and TS.
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VIII. Summing up
Related Work
We'd like to relate our work to two major streams in logic and computer science — the one is
the search for basic calculi in logics as a foundation of formal program development, the other
is representing logical languages in some meta-logical framework.
With respect to the second issue, a comparison with meta-logical frameworks like LF, Isabelle,
NuPRL, CC, ECC or DEVA (see introduction) is unavoidable here. These approaches are
based on the "internalization of object-variables", i.e. the object-level variables were
represented by the variables of the meta-language: A universal quantification ∀x.P is
represented by an expression in the meta-language
all (λx.P)
where the function all : (α → bool) → bool can be interpreted as the function that yields true if
its argument function denoted by the meta-level abstraction λx.P yields true for all values in α.
Hence, the body of a quantification is not represented syntactically, but extensionally. Systems
like Isabelle qualify functions like "all" as a "binder" and provide syntactical sugar for it. The
advantage of this technique, which goes back to Church and is often referenced as "higher
order abstract syntax", is tremendous: the encoding inherits the full machinery for representing
binding, substitution and typing from the meta-language. This is the major reason for an
extremely concise, compact representation of most "object-logics" in Isabelle, for example.
The problem is that it is not always adequate of abstracting away variables — sometimes it is
necessary to describe that a variable "occurs in" an expression, and not only the function
denoted by that expression is constant in that variable. Also the number of variables may be
relevant — when deciding that a rule is "linear" or "destructive" (cf. [Klop 92]), which are of
major importance in the context of computing normal forms and tactical optimisations, when
deciding syntactical predicates like "admissability" in LCF or similar situations in MODAL
logics (see [MM 93]), or when bridging the gap from logical deductions to program
transformations that form together with tactical control a compiler (see [GS 90]).
The issue of explicit variables leads back to our first subject: the comparison of calculi in a
similar style. The set of rule-terms in our calculus has a strong similarity to Oostroms Λ−
calculus (cf. [Oost 90]). He extends the usual abstraction to ΛE.E-terms, interpreting the first
expression as patterns. β- and η-reductions are generalised in the obvious way. In contrast to
our work, Oostroms approach is untyped and has to impose therefore several restrictions in
order to assure the consistency of the calculus.
The important connection to combinatorical reduction systems ([Klop 80]) deserves some
attention. Klop's system incorporates a notion of rule with explicit binding structures,
distinguishing Meta-Variables from (object)-variables like our framework. The encoding of the
λ-calculus and several other calculi was demonstrated, and important results like "orthogonality
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implies confluence" (leaving the "church-rosser theorem" of the λ-calculus as a corrollary!)
could be proven for all object-languages in the framework. In a way, our work can be seen as
an approach to combine CRS with an explicit treatment of contexts through higher-order rules,
extended matching and context-sensitivity.
The work of Talcott [Talc 93] provides an abstract algebra for a theory of "binding structures",
comprising a generic abstract syntax with object-and meta-variables and substitutions for both
levels. The underlying data-structure can be used as an implementation for CRS, but a formal
machinery for investigating rewriting and unification too.
Recently, there has been growing interest for calculi with explicit variables ([ACCL 91],
[Lescּ94]). The idea is to enrich the abstract syntax of the λ-calculus by a substitution closure
(written [s]) and additional shift -and composition combinators on them. Several first-order
rewrite rule reducing substitutions were added to the (first-order) beta-reduction rule: (λa)b →
a[b . id]. The main motivation here was originally an efficient implementation of the λ-calculus,
yielding a foundation for "lazy evaluations of substitutions", but it turns out that the resulting
system is also accessible for elegant mathematical investigation (Lescanne condensed the
system to 7 orthogonal rules and offered termination proofs for the substitution theory).

Further Work
The relation between the λ-sub calculus and TC needs more investigation. Especially, we don't
understand the connection between the (usually very rich) universes for typed λ-calculi and our
domain for R for rule-terms. Moreover, our framework clearly needs simplification. One
possibility might be the integration of "context-coherence" into type-inference.
The "raison d'être" for a logical framework is to establish a collection of common properties for
a class of instance-logics out of a collection of notions and definitions. Obviously, there is a
trade-off between the power of the common theory and the variety of logics that can be
adequately represented - and the elegance of this representation.
We are not satisfied with the trade-off so far. We believe that both substitutions (for object-level
variables C and meta-variables V) should be incorporated within the framework - requiring
some analogue for "binding structures" as in Talcott's work.
Criteria for executable transformations are of major importance. While imposing some syntactic
restrictions on the object language (M must be an ACB-theory, see [SW 94]), the annotation
constraints (propositional) and AN-theories (strongly non-circular attributations, see
[Wolffּ94]), one gets transformations where applicability becomes decidable, and where
powerful mechanisms for the construction of substitutions and evaluation of applicability
conditions are available.
In classical transformation frameworks, it has been argued that transformations are by nature
non-executable, because one wants to admit "applicability conditions as proof obligations".
This is not necessarily true. If one designs object-languages such that transformations reproduce applicability conditions with the character of proof-obligations as premises of an impli-
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cation in the target, further transformational deductions have to eliminate this premise (see
[Wolff 94b]). This way, one gets a uniform formal framework, not splitting apart transformational deduction and theorem proving.

Conclusion
We have presented a notion of higher-order, context-sensitive and schematic transformation
rules, that extends the notion of [CIP 85] and [HK 93] while still providing a simple formal
framework. The framework is especially designed for instances of object languages in which
variables are externalised. Our approach of the treatment of contexts (indispensable for
languages with object-level bindings) resolves several shortcomings of the approach of CIP (cf.
[Pep 84]) and PROSPECTRA. The framework supports a (to our knowledge) new, singlethreaded, rewriting-oriented deduction style of object-logics, that seems to be more appropriate
for the methodical construction of simplification procedures and the reuse of proofs.
Induction still has been integrated in the meta-inference system in order to allow equivalence
proofs over rules.The power of the theory has still to be explored.
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